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The Pref'ace. 

Being a Bible student myself' and deeply interested 

in the place of the Book of Books in our great 

system of' higher education,I was led by inclin~tion 

and future interest to choose this f'ield of study. 

This particular piece of work is limited. to a 

study of the present status o:f the Bible in the 

curricula of the state universities and in the schools 

of religion which are a:ff'iliated with the state 

universities. 

The source of' my inf'ormation has necessarily 

been the catalogues of the universities and of' the 

schools of religion. Estimates of the Bible and o-

pinions on the question in hand, gleaned from a wider 

reading are also given. In conclusion I have 

suggested the methods which seem best to me o:f 

presenting the Bible to the students of the universities. 

It is my desire that this study may make some 

small contribution to the general impetus f'or more 

extensive Bible study by thinking people today. 



Chapter I 

Introduction. 

The problem to be considered in this study is 

to .find out the place the Bible now has in our state 

universities, to evaluate the courses which are being 

of.fered dealing with this subject, and to present 

some suggestions as to the place the Bible should 

have in our A~erican higher education. 

We are well aware that there is a need for the 

teachings of the Bible and an experiencing of ."iit<a 

truths. But because of a growing indif.ference on the 

part of' many as to its intrinsic worth, it will not 

be out of the way to consider what its value is to us. 

The important place of the Bible in education 

was realized .first by our pilgrim .fathers 'when schools 

were established with the main purpose of' teaching 

religion and of preparing leaders for the Christian 

ministry. Anllater, after the separation of church 

and state, the necessity for a religious educaLJ..on 

was realized by many, resul~ing in the establishment 

of church colleges. Almost unco•~ciously we have 

drifted into a situation now where "perhaps two-thirds 

of our young people are receiving no religious instruction 
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1 
whatever.n About one hundred eighty-rive thousand 

young people are spending rour of the most impress-
2 

ionable years of their lives in ou:r: state universities. 

To many this is a time when any religious habits may 

be discarded, when the inrluence of religious agen-

cies may be cast aside. And after the university career 

is over, when the student attempts to take up tne re

ligious lire which he dropped four years previously, he 

finds that his old religious habit or thought will not 

fit into his new attitude of mind after these years of 

neglect. And the question arises,should the Bible have 

a place in oui· state universities t·or :these one hundred 

and eighty-five thousand young pepF.me ? 

Before we consider the place it now has, we w~ll 

devote some space to a reconsideration of the value 

or the Bible to men today. 

1. c. A. Wood, School and College Credit For Outside 

Bible Study., page VII, Introduction. 

2. The World Almanac, ~928, pages 386-392. 



Chapter II 

Estimates of the Value and 

Influence of the Bible. 

If the day should come when men no longer would 

appreciate the great achievements of the past; if the 

Parthenon should be forgotten, or if men should lose 

interest in the work of the world's gveat painters; 

if our classical books of literature were to be left 

unopened, we would view the situation with alarm. 

Not only would we have lost the standards of the past, 

and the present enrichment of our lives, but it would 

also mean the greater loss of ideals and visions for 

the future. The loss would be beyond our power to 

estimate. Yet the loss is even greater when we realize 

that to approximately two-thirds of our young people 

the Bible is not only a neglected but becoming a for-

gotten book. 

Several quotations have been gathered together by 

F. w. Farrar, quotations from men who have approached 

the Bible solely from a literary or humanitarian view

point. Some of them differed, some of them disbelieved, 

yet they are all at one as to the unapproachable su-
1 

premacy of Holy Scriptures. These quotations along 

with many other emphasize the value and in£luence of this 

Book in the fields of education, of socieTv and government 

and of religion. 

1. F. w. Farrar, The Bible,· Its Meaning and Suprew..acy., 
page, 243. -1897-
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The value of the Bible in the field of education has 

been expressed by Mr. Charles Dudley Warner in Harpers 

Magazine: 11 Wholly apart from its religious or from its 

ethical value, the Bible is the one book that no intelli-

gent person who wishes to come into contact with the 

world of thought and to share tha ideas of the great 

minds of the Christian era can afford to be ignorant 

of. All modern literature and all art are vermeated 

with it. There is scarcely a great work in the lan

guage that can be fully understood and enjoyed without 

this knowledge, so full is it of allusions and illus-

trations from the Bible. __ This is true of fiction, of 

poetry, o1' economic and philosophic works and also of 

the scientific and even agnostic treatises. It is 

not a question of religion, of theology or of dogma; 

it is a question of general intelligence. It is it

self almost a liberal education. It has so entered 

into law, literature, thought, the whole modern life 

of the Christian world that ignorance of it is a most 
1 

serious disadvantage to the student." 

Nevertheless tests given to the students of our 

high schools and colleges show that ignorance of this 

Book of Books is tremendous. This may be illustrated 

by the following incident which occured recently at 

one of our universities. In a class of one hundred 

1,/ Quoted by F.W. Farrar, The Bible, Its Meaning and 
Supremacy., page 269. 
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and forty-eight graduate and under graduate students, 
• 

the ~rofessor read from Dewey's Democracy and Educa

tion, the following phrases: 11 'We are citizens of no 

mean city', 'Let the dead bury therr dead'J 'We wres

tle against principalities and powers 1 ,
11 After each 

quotation he asked those in the class who were reason-

ably sure that they knew the source of these phrases 

to raise their hands. After the first question there 

were eight hands raised; after the second, eighteen; 

and twelve raised their hands after the last. The 

professor then said that what many people have long 

considered necessary for the truly cultured person. is 

also necessary for truly intelligent reading of Dewey, 
1 

namely, a knowledge of the English Bible. 

As there are many who find a knowledge of the 

Bible necessary from an educational viewpoint alone, 

so there are many who would give it a similar place 

as the basis of society and government. Andrew Jack-

son, on his death bead, pointing to the family Bible 

said to his pht.sician: 11 '-Chat Book, sir, is the rock 
2 

on which the Republic rest~t" 

After a report of the American Bible Society, 

which revealed the fact that the circulation of the 

Bible had greatly increased, the New York Times made 

Reported to me by a member of the class. 

Quoted by F.W. Farrar, The Bible, Its Meaning and 
Supremacy., page 267. 
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the following comment: "The Bible is likely to keep 

its place in a nation the foundation of whose society 

and government, as President Coolidge has said, rest 

to such an extent upon the teaching of the Bible that 

it would be difficult to support them if faith in 

these teachings should cease to be universal in our 
1 

country ,in 

As a knowledge of this Book is necessary in edu-

cation in society, in government, so isi:tt necessary 

in religion, as an expression of the words and will of 

God to man. Prof. Huxley in a plea before the London 

school board for the Bible as the best source of the 

highest education for children, said:"I have always 

been strongly in favor of secular education, in the 

sense of education without theology, but I must confess 

I have been Ro less seriously perplexed to know by what 

practical na~asures the religious feeling, which is the 

essential basis of conduct, was to be kept up in the 

present utterly chaotic state of opinion on these mat-
2 

:bers without the use of the Bible.-"-

"In the religious books of the East, in the poems 

and dramas of the Greeks, in our classic literature, 

we may read inspired prayers and songs of praise which 

stir the emotions and the adoration of men, yet the 

1/ Literary Digest. July·2, 192'7. 

2. Huxley, Contemporary Review., December 18'70. 
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finest of them scarce bear comparison with the least 
1 

of the prayers of the Scriptures." 

Jean Jacques Rousseau, the French savant, wrote: 

rttr must confess to you that the majesty of the Scrip-

tures astonishes me, the holiness of the Evangelists 

speaks to my heart and has such striking characters 

of truth and is moreover so perfectly inimitable, that 

if it had been the invention of men the inventors 
2 

would be greater than the greatest heroes."' 

"To permit the Bible to pass away from the admi-

ration of men would be to extinguish a great light 

and have in its stead a great darkness, where men 

might easily lose their way in progress and humanmty 
3 

and a sure religion." 

Surely no fair minded seeker after truth, no lover 

of beauty and righteousness would deny the need and the 

sacred right of all youth to have such a Book opened 

to them. 

1~::; Joseph S Auerbach. TiJ,e Bible and Modern Life -
Page 118. 1919 

2. Quoted by F. w. Farrar, the Bible, Its Meaning and 
Supremacy, page 251. 

3. Joseph s. Auerbach, The Bible and Modern Life. 1919 
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Chapter III. 

The extent of Bible Courses Offered In The 

State University Curriculum. 

In examinigg the catalogues of the state univ

ersities it has been found that a great variety of 

courses dealing with religion are offered by the 

various institutions. They incfuude courses in the 

psychology, the philosophy and the history of re

ligion, a comparative study of religions, and courses 

in the Bible in Greek, Hebrew and in English. Be

cause our subject is limited to an investigation 

of the extent of Bible teaching in our universities, 

only those courses have been included which deal essentially 

with the English Bible. 

And it has also been found that there are a 

great variety of ways of presenting the English Bi

ble to·the students. Such courses divide themselves 

into four groups, 1) those teaching the Bible as lit

erature, 2) those in v~ich the Bible is taught as 

history, 3) courses which aim to teach the contents 

of the Book alone, 4) those which seek to find the 

ethics of the Bible. Charts of these will be found 

on ~e following pages. 

Because some of the universities do not offer 
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any of these courses a chart has also been made of 

those inst:ttutions where no Bible is taught in the 

curriculUm.. 

~fuile some of the universities have no Bible 

in the curriculum, or not more than one course, there 

are ten which have schools of religion in co~ction 

with the university. Because of the increasing po

pularity of this method of bringing religious educa.;;.. 

Tion into the university1 an entire chapter has been devoted 

to a study of these Schools. 

, 
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Chapter IV. 

Current Opinions On The Place Of The Bible As 

Literature In The University Curriculum. 

From the charts of the preceding chapter it 

is evident that the authorities at least are begin

ning to realize the importance of bringing the Bible 

into the curriculum of the state schools. When we 
<>l"tl. IH.i 71J <~>ffere.d h 

consider however that only forty-nine courses~inTn~tate 

university curricula to approximately one hundred and 

eighty five thousand students, and that thirteen univer-

sities still do not include the Bible in the 

curriculum in any form, we are impressed with the 

fact that only a beginning has been made. It is 

still necessary to convince these twelve institutions 

of the value of the Bible as literature, history and 

ethics, and to make the courses so fascinating that 

the entire'student body will realize the worth of it; 

or else, make provision for Bible study for University 

students other than thru the State University curri-

culum. 

There are various opinions concerning the place 

the Bible as literature should have in the univer-

sity curriculum. There are those who would give it 

no place. Otherswould put it on a par with other 

English classics. And still others would also in-

elude it in the literature department butprobably 

reservations. 
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The first opinion is held either by those who 

have a preconceived idea that because the Bible is 

preeminently a book of religion, that it would be 

overstepping t4e bounds set by the separation of 

church and state to include it in the curriculum in 

any way; or by those who have not been brought into 

close contact with the Book and so have not grasped 

its literary value. 

Those who hold the second opinion have realized 

to some extent the influence the Bible has had in 

the development of our English prose and peetry,they 

have been overwhelmed by the richness or· literary 

values in the Book and firmly believe that no lib

eral education is complete without a knowledge of 

this Hook. 

The third opinion is that of men who would ac

cept all that the second group affirm, but who fear 

that the real character of the Book might be lost 

sight of in teaching it merely as literature and 

on a par with all other literatures, when it not on

ly soars high above them all in beauty of thought 

and form, but is essentially different in conception, 

purpose, and history from other literatures. This 

group holds that the Bible is primarily a reli

gLous Book, written under divine inspiration and 

for a divine purpose, .and should be so taught, at 
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the same time not losing sight of its value as lit-

erary history. 

In evaluating these opinions we would answer 

the first group by stating that although the Bible 

is preeminently a book of religion, the religious 

teachings of the book are not included in these 

courses which are being offered by the literature 

departments. Whether a book of religion can be 

taught as literature will be considered later. For 

those who have not seen its literary values we may 

best find our answer in the affirmations of the sec-

ond group of men who have been brough(into closest 

contact with the Book and therefore are most able to 

advise others concerning its li~erary values. 

Dr. Edgar W. Work has written a book with the 

purpose of showing how the Biblmcal thought and styl~ 

have entered into the very mold of English litera

ture. And in the summary of his work he says that 

11 it is difficult to discover any masterful English 

writer in the last three hundred and fifty years who 
1 

has not been more or les.s beholden to the Bible. 11 

But Dr. Moulton would go further when he says that 

it has influenced English literature for twelve hun-

dred years, and not literature alone, but the die-

1. Edgar w. Work, The Bible in English Literature, 
page 204. 
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tion of representative thinkers and literary artists. 

And the statement is even broader that says" that 

if any writing departs very far in any way from the 

characteristics of the English Bible it is not good 

English writing. If the whole range of English prose 

style were figured in the form of an arch, the style 

of the Bible would be the keystone. Certainly an 

intimate acquaintance with the English Bible is the 

best possible preparation for a study of English 

literature, or for the matter of that, of any liter-
2 

ature. 11 11 No other book has so penetrated and 

permeated the hearts and speech of the English race 
3. 

as has the Bible." 

The fact that literature may better be studied 

in the Bible than in other classics is emphasized by 

Dr. Moulton: 11 It is one of the curiosities of our 

civilization that we are content to go for our lib-

eral education to literatures which morally are at 

an opposite pole from ourselves, literatures in which 

the most exalted tone is often an apotheosis of the 

sensuous, which degrade divinity not only to the hu

man level but to the lowest level of humanity. Our 

hardest social problem being temperance, we study 

1 

1. Richard ·G. Moulton, The Bible As Literature, p~374. 
2/ J.H.Gardiner, The Bible As English Literature,p.388 
3. A.s.Cook, The Authorized Version of the Bible. 
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in Greek the glory of intoxication; while in mature 

life we are occupied in tracing law to the remotest 

corner of the universe, we go at school for literary 

impulse to the poetry that dramatizes'the burden of 

hopeless fate. Our highest politics aim at conserv-

ing the art of peace, our first poetic lessons are 

in an Iliad that cannot be appreciated without a 

blood-thirsty joy. in killing. We seek to form a 

character in which delicacy and reserve shall b·3 su-

preme, and at the same time are training our taste 

in literatures which if published as English books 
1. 

would be seixed by the polmce. 11 It would seem rea-

sonable that young people 11 during the formative per-

iod should have displayed to them, in a literary dress 

as brilliant as that of Greek literature, a people 

dominated by an utter passion for righteousness, a 

people whom ideas of purity, of infinite good, of 

universal order, of faith in the irresistible down

fall of all moral evil, moved to a poetic passion 

as fervid, and speech as musical, as when Sappho sang 

of love. When it is added that the familiarity of 

~he English Bible renders all this possible without 

the demand upon the time table that would be involved 

in the learning of another language, it s.eems clear 

that our school and college curricula will not have 

shaken off their medieval narrovmess and renaissance 

1. R.A. Moulton, The Literary Study of the Bible. 
f ·IX 
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paganism until classical and Biblical literatures 
1. 

stand side by.side as sources of our highest culture." 

Those who advocate the teaching of the Bible as 

literature in the state schools believe that though 

the Scriptures are consulted for man's intellectual 

satisfaction or because of a passing inter•est, or 

whate'er the motive may be, that unconsciously 

vast prospects may open up before him, the treasures 

of the world may be received for one's own possesion. 

The literary study of the Bible does not distract 

from its religious value. lJIJhen we learn to appre-

ciate the Bible as literature we are better able to 

discover its true religj_ous value. It should be but 

the stepping stone to the full development of man's 

religious life. 

In summarizing th~ reasons why the Bible should 

have a p&ace in thE: curri.culum we finO.. first, tha.t a 

knowledge of the Bible is necessary fqr the full ap-

preciation of all literature, art and h~story. Sec

ond, since the style of the Bible.is th~skeystmne to 

the style of all literatures; a study of it is nec

essary not only to understand other literatures, but 

also as a basis for any new creative writing yet to 

be in the future/. Third, it embodies a moral dyna-

mic which transcends that of any other piece of lit-

1/ R. A. ·Moulton, The Literary Study Of The Bible 
preface, p.lx. 
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erature. Fourth, it carries with it s spiritual power 

that is imcomparable. 

As was previously stated the third group would 

heartily agree with the above reasons and would en-

tertain the same assurance that the Spirit of God 

will break forth thru His word to hungry expectant 

hearts, hearts seeking the truth. But the ~uestion 

arises whether or not the real character and purpose 

of the Book will not be lost sight of. Can the Book 

be taught properly as literature merely, and not in 

the light of the objetive of the author? 

11 We get no good 
By being ungenerous even to a book, 
And calculating profit, so much help, 

so much reading, 
It is rather when 

We, gloriously forget ourselves and plunge 
Soul forward, headlong into a book's profound, 
Impassioned for its beauty and salt of truth -, 
Tis then we get the right good from a book. n.,. 

And so would we approach the Bible. We have a piece 

of literature of power that must be taught by people 

who are enthusiastic over the truth it contains, over 

the ideals it inspires, by teachers who know it and 

believe it, who have felt its power, its dynamic. 

The difficulty with this view lies in the ap~ 

pointment of the teachers. It would entail religious 

restrictions in the choice of state university teach 

ers. Under the general rule .of appointment a per-

1. Elizabeth Broning. 
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son unsympathetic with the religion of the Bible 

and atheist in his views, but who met the scholas-

tic requirements would be as eligible to teach it as 

one sympathetic with its religious teaching who also 

met the scholastic reauirements. As yet there is 

no solution for this difficulty. 

"In days gone by cultured men, distinguished 

orators, poets and prose writers, resorted to the 

Bible primarily as a religious Book and found there 

its literary treasures. Perhaps we shall have to 

reverse the old process and persuade men to go back 

to the Bible for its literary treasures in order 

to become familiar with its inspiring religious mes-
1. 

sage." 

And while our ideai will always be to have it 

presented by men who have grasped its spiritual mes-

sage, we would not so limit its presentation for God 

Himself has promised 11 My Word shall not return unto 
2 

me void. 11 And one wonders if we have the right 

to deny the student direct contact with the lit

erary beauty and spiritual truth of the Bible be
we 

cause we fear lest it be not taught as'would have 

it taught. 

1. J. s. Auerback. The Bible and Modern Life. p.l5 
2. Isaiah chapter 55: 11. 



Chapter v. 
Cur~ent Opinions On The Place Of The Bible 

Taught from Other Viev~oints, 
In fhe University Curriculum. 

Probably the opinions held concerning the value of 

offering courses in the university curriculum, which 

deal with the historical and ethical study of the Bible, 

and which aim merely to present its contents would divide. 

themselves into the same three groups as did the opinions 

concerning the value of the courses offered in the study 

of the Bibl·e as literature. fhere would be those who 

would give them no place in the university curriculum; 

others would put them on a.par with other courses in histo 

tory and ethics; and the third group would include them 

in the curriculum, but probably with reservations. 

And likely very similar conclusions would be reached 

concerning their respective value. We will devote 

therefore, but a small .space to the study of the histor-

ical and ethical value of the Book, and the value in the 

presentation oF.. its contents, in the university curriculum. 

From the viewpoint of history, 1mowledge of. the 

Hebrews and of their contribution to civilization is·just 

as essential to an educated man as knowledge of the 

Greeks and the Romans; Dr. White has said: 11 0ur civ-

ilization has been influenced as much by what Jenusalem 
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stands for and what Jerusalem contributed as by the her-
1 

itage from Greeks and Romans." Not only the religious 

aspects of our civilization find their roots in the life 

of the Hebrew race, but much of our social and economic 

life of today finds its origin among these people. The 

great source book for a knowledge of this ancient Hebrew 

civilization and their contribution to us today, is found 

in the Bible. 

Furthermore the· most influential personality in his-

tory is the central figure of the Bible. For these rea-

sons the study of the history of this great civilization 

and the personality of Jesus Christ is a most worthwhile 

one, and is worthy of a place in the curriculum on a par 

with the study of the hi story of othe:t' ancient races. 

The Bible is worthy of a similar place in the dep~r.t-

ment of ethics. It is the code of ethics of every Chris-

tian country on the globe, and tends above all other books 

to elucidate the spirit of law throughout the Christian 

world. 

11 If critics would study the morality inculcated by . . 

the Old T~stament among the chosen people and compare it, 

not with the morality of today, not with the morality 

1. w. w. Vl}hite, The Bible In Education, (A Paper). 
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created by the New Testament but with the morality of 

the surrounding nations of antiquity who had no Bible, 

they would appreciate the enormous advances that the Old 

Testament even in its most primitive form worked out for 

the Jewish people • The life of Christ as set 

forth in the four gospels represents a~ infinitely high-

er and purer morality than is preached in any other gook 
1 

of the world.n 

11 If the Bible.is regarded in the balance of its 

parts, and in the total impression its teaching makes 

u.pon the mind, it is seen to be a book which from .its 

first pageto its last makes for righteousness, exalts 

holiness, conde~s sin, aims at nothing so much as the 

complete conquest of evil in human hearts and subjuga-

tion of it throughout the universe - - • Christian-

ity holds up lofty ideals but does not stop there. It 

nourishes the sense of obligation and responsibility, 

and furnishes motives and aids adequate to produce the 

results it aims at. 
2 

vation. 111 

It is 1 the power of God unto sal-

The courses which·aim to present the contents of 

the Bible, seem, from the data gathered, to present .its 

1. T. Roosevelt, The Bible and the Life of the People, A 
lecture at the E.T. Earl Foundation, University of Cal., 
Berkeley, March 26, 1911. 

2. James Orr, The Bible Under Trial, P• 247 and 229 
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historical, ethical and literary values. They would be 

of great cultural value. But in addition to acquainting 

the student with its contents some attempt must be made 

to help the student arrive at an intelligent and worthy 

attitude towards it. 

It is believed by many that the Bible will never ac-

complish its purpose when taught from an historical, ethic-

al, literary or any objective other than the objective of tl;c ::'<)0 

the Book itself. "The Bible is essentially a religious 

book and worthily to teach it under any guise involves sooner 
1 

or later some treatment of its religious message. 11 

Bec~~se of this it hardly seems advisable to encourage 

the teaching of thisgreat·religious Book through our 

un·iversi ties. Other provisions are being made to bring 

the Bible to the students. These will be studied in the 

following chapters. 

1. H. H. Horne, The Biblical World, Dartmouth, January 1906 



Chapter VI 

The Schools of Religion. 
One Method of Bringing The Bible Into The State University. 

We h~ve seen from the Tables of chapter III that 

twenty-three universities offer courses in the literary 

study of the Bible, and ten universities include courses 

in the historical study of the Book. There are three 

which offer courses in the ethical study of the Bible 

and four universities include in their curriculum 

courses which aim merely"to present the contents of 

tr1e Book. There are thirteen universities in which no 

Bible is offered in the curriculum in any form. From 

these Tables it is evident that the courses offered in 

the university curriculum very inadequately meet the 

need of the one hundred eight-five thousand students 

studying at our state universities. 

Since a university founded and conducted by a state 

may not devote its energy to subjects relating to the 

teaching of the Bible with a religious aim in view, and 

since it is generally acknowledged that familiarity with 

the English Bible is an essential part of a liberal educa-

tion, it is necessary that other provision than that now 

offered by the state university curriculum be made. 

One solution of the problem of bringing religious in-

struction into the state universities, while still remain-

ing loyal to the principle of the separation of church and 
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state, is the School of Religion. According to Table VII 

there are Schools of Religion or Foundations in connection 
1 Th~ 

with ten of our state universities. Because ofAgrowing 

popularity of this method of bringing religious instruction 

to the students, this entire chapter will be given to a 

study of these Schools. 

The name School of Religion has been used to cover re-

ligious instruction of various kinds. Even when we limit 

its use to designate that relig:ious instruction which is 

carried on in connection with our state universities, we 

find that at least three types of work are included under 

that name~ There is first, the School which is integrated 

as a part of the University, as at Iowa; second, the af-

filiated School of Religion, as in Nissouri; and third, 

the associated denominational foundations, as at Texas. It 

will be necessary to make a closer study of these three 

types of Schools that an estimate may be made of their val-

ue in bringing the Bible into our state universities. 

The purpose of these Schools is somewhat similar. 

It is to help students make the proper adjustments in their 

religious thinking at the same time that they are making 

their readjustments in other realms of thought: to develop 

an efficient lay leadership in the Christian enterprise,and 

to co~ine the scholarly ideas of the university and the reli: 

~ious ideals of the church so as to produce an atmosphere 

1. One of these schools is not completely established as yet .... 
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conducive to intelligent faith. 

In each of these Schools the courses offered are accred

ited by the University with which they are connected. 

The financial arrangements, the courses offered, the 

denominations which are cooperating in the various Schools 

are somewhat different. Therefore it will be necessary to 

consider each group separately. 

The first type of School is that which is most closely 

connected with the University as at Iowa. The Iowa School of 

Religion is an integral part of the College of Liberal Arts 

and is under the direction of a Board of Trustees which rep

resents the... Catholics, the Jews, the Protestants and the Uni

versity. Each· of the three religious groups support a pro

fes~Dr. The administrative director and the expense of his 

office is provided for by an individual donor.Each of these 

professors is a specialist in the courses he teaches, and 

no one obscures or minimizes his distinctive religious loyalty. 

Moreover, each one is expected to provide courses 

which he thinks will be of special value to his own 

religious constituency, although all courses are open to 

all students regardless of their religious faith. The unity 

of the school is maintained through.the spirit of good

will, the frank recognition of differences, the equally 

_frank recognition of common interests and the adoption of 

only such policies as meet with unanimous approval. The School 
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was established because of the assumption that religion is 

fundamental in any vital program of character education, 

that the responsibility for the development of religious 

education in a tax supported institution should be shared 

by church and state, and that the teaching of religion in 

a state university should be organized so as to eliminate 

the possibility of adverse crfuticism with reference to the 

use of state funds. 

There are four courses offered by the Jewish depart

ment, four by the Protestant, and two by the Catholic de

partment. There are also two courses which will be arrang

ed for in conformity to the demand for them by the students. 

These courses deal mainly with the historical st·uc1y of the 

Bible and of religion, the literary study of the Bible, 

Christian Ethics, and cor~larative religion. There are ap

parently only two courses, one on the Life and Teachings of 

Jesus, and one on Christian Apologetics, which are distinct

ly religious, which could not be offered by the State alone. 

None of the courses seem to be essentially Biblical in their 

purpose or scope. 

Second, there are Schools of Religion, which are affiliated 

with the University, as in Missouri, North Dakota, Montana, 

Alabama, Kansas, Oklahoma and plans are being made for on 

at Ohio. 

The Bible College of Missouri and Wesley College of 
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N9rth Dakota are among the oldest of the Schools of 

Religion established in connection with our State Uni

versities. They are all connected with the University 

in such a way that the courses which they offer supple

ment rather than du1'lica te the instruction offered by 

the University. The School of Religion sustains the 

same working and credit relation to the University 

organization as the Department of English or the School 

of Education. 

There is no financial 6onnection between these 

organizations. The Bible College of Missouri is sup-

ported by four religious bodies, the Disciples, Presby-

terians, Congregationalists and l)lethodists, each of which 

supplies a professor for the College. The group who place 

~ the professor in the college are responsible for any ad
~ 

ditional expense made necessary through supplying 

catalogues and advertising to his religious constituency, 

as well as for ·the salary of the professor. 

Wes~ College of North Dakota is under the direct 

supervision of the Methodist Episcopal Church. It is 

supported by the free gifts of the p.eople of the state, 

and all students are entitled to the educational -privileges it provides. A great variety of 

courses are offered, including most that are given in 
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Theological seminaries, although only a limited number 

of them may be applied toward a University degree. 

The Montana School of Religion was imcorporated un

der the State Laws of Montana in 1924 by a joinfcommit

teerepresenting the University and the Churches o·f 

Missoula. The Director is responsible to a Board 

of Trustees representing the University and the coop

erating denominations, namely, the Baptists, Method-

ists and Presbyterians. The School is supported from 

private funds. Eight courses were offered last year, 

none of which were distinctly Biblical. The course on 

the Essentials of Religion for Today seems to be the 

only one which could not be offered in the departments 

of the University itself. 

From the data which. has been received from the 

Schools of Religion at Oklahoma, Kansas and Alabama, it 

is believed that these Schools are also of this 

affiliated type·, though it is not definitely stated. The 

denominations which are supporting them, and the courses 

offered are listed in the chart of Table VII. 

Plans are now being made and funds are being 

raised for the establishment of the Thompson Foun

dation at the Ohio State .University. Its organization 
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will be similar to that of the Missouri Bible 

College. It isfube an inter-religious organiza

tion in which provision will be made for ,-,tlie 

cooperation of the Catholics, Jews and Protesta~s 

in conducting a School of Religion at Ohio State 

University. It is expected that each of the £'three·.:,· 

groups will have a member or members on the faculty 

to instruct members of his own faith and others 

wishing to take work under him. The work will be 

off the campus. The faculty will be supported by 

funds raised other than through the State. 

The third group includes the associated denom

inational foundations ·· as at Texas and at Illinois. 

The courses offered by these foundations are sub-

ject to the same regulations and oversight as regular 

courses offered by the University. They are to 

be in the field of historical or literary, but not 

exegetical or doctrinal 1 study of the Bible. No 

more than two full courses in the Bible will be 

accredited by the University. The courses 

by the Association of Religions Teachers 

deal with distinctly religious w~terial, many 

being based on Bible study. It would seem 

offered 

seem to 

of them 

that 
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very few of them could be offered in any other 

way in a state university. 'ft The Schools of Relig-

io~ ~re meeting a need that no other organiza-

tion is meeting, as seen in the statistics of the 

Missouri Bible College for this last year. There 

were 567 students in the University credit courses, 

and 375 of these students were not members of any 

one of these students church groups. Most of these 

students were members of sororities and fraternities, 

having a strong social 11pull 11
; Yet they were interest

ted in things religious as shown in their regis-

tering for 

There 

credit courses in 

ligion 

There 

are 

which 

is the 

many advantages 

is connected wfth 

econdlmical value 

the Bible College. 

in the School of Re

the State University. 

it. affords. It elim-

inates the necessity of raising funds to competaP 

with the State in general education. Denomination

al differences are eliminated and a unified program 

is presented by the church agencies. The School 

of Feligion offers an opportunity for vocational train

ing on a par with the schools of medicine, law, 

etc. It offers to young people who are prepar-

ing ·to enter other vocations an opportunity for a 

continual growth of the religious life through Bi-
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ble study, dvring their years of preparation. 

Ard.. so it brings to the University some of the 

advantages which formerly belonged to the church 

college alone. To those inte.rested in the Bible 

as a result of the study of it as literature, 

history, etc., it offers a means of more definite 

and intensive study of the Book than would o-

therwise be possible. 

On the otp:er· hand there are many dangers 

in the School of Religion which is connected with 

the State University. 11 Perhaps ·the greatest is 

that of too great reliance upon covering 'subjects' 

or in giving 'courses' in religion as character 
1 

builders. 11 This danger has been felt by others -

Dr. Irving E. Wood, in an address before the Na-

tional Association of Biblical Instructors told of 

an incident which seems to sense this same fear .. 

He told of a discussion which he had with two 

Confucian scholars who had made the statement 

that they considered Confucj_anism a religion. The 

statement was startling to Dr. Wood because the 

majority of Chinese students usually consider it 

not a religion but an ethical system. These men 

thought differently. They said 11 The p:eesent genera-

1. o. D. FoEter, Chimstian Education, March 1928, p.358 
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tion do not know. The old scholars of the Sung 

and Tang dynasties knew it as a religion. They 

were right. II They gave the following statement 

as their reason; 11 The classics have been used so 

long as a basis of examinations just for in tel-

lectual purposes, that they have lost their relig-

ious significant:: e. Students come to think of them 

only as literature." 

And immediately our thoughts turn back from 

China to America. Is the Bible in any such dan

ger in our country? Is it possible, by including 

it in our university curriculum, or in our Schools 

of Religion for obtaining credit, that it will 

become a book of literature? Might its religious 

value be lost? 

A danger equally as great appears in the work 

of those Schools which aim to emphasiZr3 only those 

truths which can be accepted by Jews, Catholics 

and Protestants. Religious education courses seem to 

be more prominent than definite Bible study in these 

Schools. The unique contribution of Christianity is 

left out. That which remains would no doubt 

strengthen the religious consciousness of the stu

dents, but it is hoped that other courses in the 
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University curriculum itself would 

Schools of very purpose of 

feated by such 

these 

restrictions. 

do that. The 

Religion is de-
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Chapter VI. 
Conclusion. 

Ideal Methods Of Bringing The Bible Into The State 
University. 

There are other types of definite religious 

instruction in our state universities. One of these 

is also known by the name School of Religion. 

It is distinguished from the Schools studied in the 

previous chapter in ·that no credit is given by the 

university for any class work which is taken up in 

these Schools. 

The Indiana School of Religion at the Univer

sity of Indiana belongs to this type of work. 11 Three 

denominations have active agencies to strengthen the 

religious life of the students. The Christian church 

has the Indiana School of Religion; the Presbyterian 

Burch has the Westminster Foundation, and the Meth-
1 

odist church has the Wesley Foundation. 11 None of 

the courses which they offer recieve university credit, 

nor are ·They connected any way with the University. 

The School of Religion of North Carolina was an 

organization of this type, with no official connec-

tion with the University. It has recently been dis-

continued, however. 

1. J. w. Cravens, Registrar of the University of Indiana. 
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Similar efforts to further Christianity among the 

students, are being carried on in t4e University 

of Oregon. The organization known as the United 

Christian Work is not a department of the Uni+-

versity but an organized effort of the various chur

ches to . unite in their efforts. The Baptist, Congrega

tionalists, Methodists, the Christian Church and the 

Presbyterians are cooperating in this work. It is finan

ced by individual subscriptions from the faculty, the cit

izens of Eugene, the parents and alumni and by the churches. 

Another and a similar type of work is being carried on 

in most universities of the country. Table VIII reveals the 

fact that in forty-four of the state universities there are 

209 church workers, students pastors or students secretaries, 

whose purpose is to strengthen and deepen the spiritual 

life of the students. They are supported by the various 

denominations. Some of them are cooperating in their work 

as in the University of Indiana and Oregon, mentioned above. 

They are connected in no way with the University and no cred

it is given for the courses offered. 

Other means of supplying the lack of direct religious 

teaching in the state universities are being applied through the 

Y.W.C.A.,the Y.M.C.A.,annd the Student Volunteer movement. nr 

the program of each of these, and of the 209 stud~nts pastors, 

the Bible is given a prominent place. 
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None of the disadvantages of the Schools of Religion, 

studied in the previous chapter, are found in thif! method 

of bringing the Bible to the students. There is no danger 

of studying the Bible in .these groups merely to coV.er 

courses or to get credit. There are no restrictions as 

to what may be taught. They are completely voluntar·y. 

Raymond C. Knox, the Chaplain of Columbia University, 

has found that there is a new interest in Bible courses 

which present the study in a thorough and unbiased manner. 

"There is a clearer recognition that the Bible is primar-

ily a book for moral and religious instruction and guid

ance, that because of its teachings and ideals it belongs 

to a 1 i tera tur(' of power. Thus, in our age wi tb its as

piration for higher standards of living, for social and 

in:·d.ustrial progress, and for enduring peace, the Bible 

can contribute to the upbuilding of society and inspire 

anew with fresh energy for achievement. Though much may 

be cited as to the decline of faith and the breakdovm of 

tradition, signs are appearing of the widespread renewal 

of religion. Men realize that the ends of life are to 

be s·ought in spiritual values and they desire to lay hold 
1 

of them." It seems to the author of this paper, that 

this new interest in the Bible is to be met most satis-

1. Raymond C. K..nox, Knowing the Bible, Introduction. 
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factorily through the efforts of these church workers. 

It is most encouraging to know that there is a 

widespread consciousness of the need of supplement

ing state education with religious instruction, as 

seen in the growing number of the schools of religion 

and the increasing number of church workers in our 

state universities. Even so, in spite of the 

encouraging phases of the situation one sees in the 

light of the facts here revealed that there yet re-

mains much to be done. No other rising 

ever followed a world war that resulted 

generation 

in the de-

struction of so many established customs and moral 

standards. No other generation of youth had such 

freedom, and new freedom may be either an emancipat

ing or a devastating thing. No other has ever had 

such high-powered playthings placed in its hand as 

.the auto, the radio, the moving picture, 

with so much leisure and spending money. 

is every where in evidence. Scientific 

together 

"Change 

ideas and 

methods are greatly affecting the thinking of all, 

especially the younger set. Philosophy is in a 

state of flux. The older generation has played 

with ideas and let loose forces the power of which 

we do not dream. We have sowed the wind and the 
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y-gunger folks will reap the whirlwind, unless they 

can inwardly and religiously control it. They have 

inherited the biggest mess; the hardest problems, 
1 

and the greatest chance of any generation in history." 

Because of these conditions, the need has nev-

er been as great as it is today for a renewed empha-

sis on the spiritual rather than the material side 

of life. It has been said: 11 Give the Bible its 

right place in all education and it will change the 
2 

world. 11 From the data gathered it would seem that 

the "right place 11 for this Book in our State Univer-

sities is in the volunteer di~c~ssion classes. The 

highest type of·leadership is necessary. .These 

leaders 
2 

book. 11 

"must know the Bible better than any other 

They must love it and be "enthusiastic 
2 

over the objective the Bible possesses~" They 

must expe~ience its truths not only intel&ectually, 

but spiritually. They must have found it a "Lamp 
3 

unto their feet and a light unto their path. tt if 

they would have it be the means of bringing light 

and lSife to the students whom they are teaching in 

the Universities. 

1. The Oklahoma School of Religion Bulletin\;, 
Vol. I, NUmber 3, July 1928. 

2. w. w. White, President Biblical Seminary, In a paper 
on the Bible In Education. 

3. Psalm ll9:lo5. 
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Because of the changing situations in various 

universities no established course of study can be 

made. The student pastors themselves must neces-

sarily decide what courses will be offered. Never-

theless certain principles can be suggested to guide 

in the selection of these courses: 

(1) They should deal directly with the 

Bible. So many courses are being offered about the 

Bible that it would be quite worthwhile to approach 

this Book itself, in an unprejudiced way to find out 

what it contains. It would be interesting to find 

out what Christianity is according to the Bible's 

teachings about it. 

(2) They should be led by students 

wherever this is possible. 

(3) They should use the discussion 

method principally. 

The following courses in direct Bible study are 

suggested: 

The Life and Teachings of Christ, as found 
in the four Gospels. 

The Life and Teachings of Paul, as fovnc in 
the Acts and in the Epistles of Paul. 

The Beginnings of the Early Christian Chm:·ch, 
a study of the Acts principally. 

Old Testament Characters and Their Messages. 

This would include some of the Prophets. 
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In conclusion, I quote from Whittier who ex

presses most beautifully the theme of this paper: 

"We search the world for truth we cull 

The good, the pure, the beautiful, 

From graven stone and written scroll, 

From all old flower - fields of the soul; 

And, weary seekers of the best, 

We come back laden from the quest, 

To find that all the sages said 

Is in the Book our Mothers read~' 
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